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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF RAINBOW COMMUNITY SCHOOL 

Founded in 1977 as Rainbow Mountain Children’s School, a preschool program serving 15 families,         
Rainbow Community School now provides preschool, elementary and middle school education to 
more than 200 students. 

Our student population spans ages 3 through 5th grade in the main school, and 6th through 8th grade 
in our Omega Middle School. Though we have grown, we remain a community-centered school 
that seeks to nourish each child in the seven domains (spiritual, mental, social, natural, emotional, 
creative, and physical) using the multiple intelligence theory of Dr. Howard Gardner, Harvard 
Graduate School of Education, as a conceptual framework. 

RCS provides a holistic curriculum in an open classroom setting. Creativity, imagination, critical and 
divergent thinking, problem solving, as well as appreciating a world of various cultural and spiritual 
values, are central to our curriculum. Community service, service learning and multi-age classroom 
experiences are also an integral part of our curriculum. 

Our teaching integrates the disciplines of math, the sciences, social studies, art, movement, reading 
and writing into one unit of study. Additionally, RCS provides specialized instruction in music, both 
vocal and instrumental, two and three dimensional arts, physical education, and Spanish as a second 
language. Our low student-to-teacher ratio (about 11 to 1) allows us to nurture the individual growth of 
each child.

DYNAMIC GOVERNANCE

Rainbow Community School is organized by the principles of Dynamic Governance. Dynamic 
Governance (DG) uses systems thinking to create an organization that operates like an organism. An 
organism is infinitely intelligent, able to adapt and re-organize as needed with all the parts working 
toward the whole.

Dynamic Governance uses the efficiency of a top-down hierarchy, combined with the egalitarianism 
of consent decision-making, and the creativity and empowerment of grass-roots involvement. All 
“circles” of RCS elect representatives to the General Circle that reviews all of the school’s major 
functions. All individuals within RCS have a method of allowing their ideas to be heard.  
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The RCS Board of Directors uses the Carver Policy Governance Model for its policies; Dynamic 
Governance is used for meeting facilitation and consent generation. 

Briefly, policy governance separates issues of an organization’s purpose/mission (‘Ends’) from all 
other organizational/administrative issues (‘Means’). In other words, the Board is responsible for 
defining the RCS Mission (‘Ends’). The Board also develops policies that define healthy boundaries 
between the functions of the Board and the Executive Director and provide guidance for the Executive 
Director’s duties. Therefore, the Executive Director is exclusively responsible for all matters involved 
in the operation and management of the school (‘Means’). Most importantly, policy governance 
creates alignment between the Board, the Executive Director and the school’s ‘Owners’ who are 
defined as staff, students, families and other members of the RCS community.
 

A copy of all the current Board policies is kept in the school office for review. To assure 
accomplishment of the RCS mission and purpose, the Board continuously evaluates its written 
policies and rigorously monitors their reasonable implementation by the Executive Director. The 
Board meets on the third Thursday of the month at 3:30 PM at the school; meetings are open for 
attendance by RCS community members.

The 2017/2018 Board of Directors are:  Alyssa Augustine, Jeff Bachar, Keith Costello, Cheryl Dalton, 
Curry First, Darrah Noble, Renee Owen, Rachel Hagen, Stewart Stokes and Jen Tracy. Claudia 
Konijn serves as a Board Member Emeritus.

STUDENT SUPPORT PROGRAM

Students in the Rainbow Community School Student Support Program have a plan that is typically 
a combination of extra classroom support from an assistant or teacher, specialized one-on-one 
time with a student support advocate, and individualized classroom accommodations. The Student 
Support Team crafts a student support plan, communicates regularly with parents, oversees 
classroom accommodations, and acts as a liaison with any off-campus providers. 

If classroom accommodations and interventions implemented by the classroom teacher are not 
effective in solving academic or behavior issues, a classroom observation by and/or in collaboration 
with a Student Support advocate will be conducted to determine whether a student needs to have a 
student support plan. This can be requested by the classroom teacher or parent.
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THE STAFF

Executive Director: Hired by the Board of Directors, the E.D. is responsible for helping to craft 
and guide the development of Rainbow Community School’s vision, maintaining its mission as an 
innovative and holistic learning environment while leading the effort towards designing a replicable 
national educational model. 

Director of Operations: The D.O. is responsible for overseeing the daily operations of the school, 
including both logistical and educational aspects. Parents with questions, concerns, ideas and 
comments are always welcome to communicate directly with the D.O.

Director of Equity: Supports RCS in it’s growth as a socially just and equitable community. 

Admissions Director: Welcomes new parents and guides them through the admissions process and 
assists the D.O. with marketing.

Curriculum Director: Supports staff and students with curriculum design and implementation.

Business Manager: Assists the D.O. in day-to-day financial operations of the school. The Business 
Manager handles accounts receivable and accounts payable and is responsible for communicating 
with parents regarding the status of their accounts with the school. 

Office Manager: Assists the D.O. with daily operations, classroom needs, special events and 
volunteer coordination. Handles school wide communications, student records and daily office 
operations, including assisting parents and staff with office needs.

Administrative Assistant: Assists the D.O. and Office Manager with daily administrative needs 
and offers Educate Database support for parents and staff. Serves as the school’s Health & Safety 
Coordinator by organizing safety training for staff, communicates with parents and staff about 
community health issues, and serves as a caregiver for children who are unwell. 

Development Coordinator: Manages the Annual Campaign, business sponsorships and helps with 
fundraising and grant writing.

Director of Counseling: Works part time with students, teachers, and parents to support the social/
emotional needs of our community. 

Dean of Faculty: Coordinates professional development opportunities and the faculty meeting and 
training calendar.

Media Team: Maintains the school website and social media accounts and executes RCS marketing 
tasks.

Facilities Manager and Custodian: Assists the D.O. with all grounds and facilities issues, including 
maintenance, repair, and construction.

Faculty: Visit the RCS website (www.rainbowcommunityschool.org) to read faculty biographies for 
our regular and specialist teachers. 
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The School Day

HOURS OF OPERATION

Before School Care

Preschool
Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd - 4th Grades
5th - 6th Grades
7th - 8th Grades

After School Program

7:45 AM to 8:30 or 9:00 AM 
(depending on child’s grade)

9:00 AM to 2:00 PM
9:00 AM to 2:30 PM
9:00 AM to 3:00 PM
8:30 AM to 3:00 PM
8:30 AM to 3:15 PM
8:30 AM to 3:30 PM

2:00 PM to 6:00 PM

The School Office is open from 8:30 AM to 4:00 PM August through June. 
In the summer the office is open from 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM.

Please note that listed start times are not arrival times, they are start times. Plan to transition your 
child into their classroom at least 5 minutes before their day is scheduled to start. Centering, an 
important part of the spiritual curriculum, is scheduled for the very beginning of the day in most 
classrooms. Punctuality demonstrates respect and courtesy for the teachers, fellow classmates, and 
the spiritual curriculum and sets a strong example for your child.

Note: Some teachers may have earlier arrival requirements than noted above in order to allow 

transition and organizational time before Centering.

PARKING AND DRIVEWAY USE

To ensure the safety of our children and all members of the RCS community, it is of utmost 
importance that we practice safety and courtesy while in the parking lot and obey the posted signs 
year-round. Please watch out for others, drive slowly and hold the hands of very young children. 

ONE-WAY traffic only in the parking lots. For the preschool and elementary campus, enter from 
Haywood Road and exit onto State Street. For the Omega Middle School campus, enter from      
State Street and exit onto Pennsylvania Avenue.
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ARRIVAL

All children in 3rd grade and under should be escorted by an adult to the appropriate room.

4th – 5th Grade Students: 1) Completely pull into a parking spot, where child exits vehicle or 2) Drive 
down to “Drop Off” sign near Butterfly House, where child exits vehicle onto the sidewalk.

6th - 8th Grade Students: Students should be dropped off at their classroom on the Omega Middle 
School campus.

Before School Care: Students arriving more than 15 minutes before the start of their school day 
should report to the Butterfly House and be signed in by a parent/guardian. Rates for Before School 
care can be found in the Tuition and Fees section on page 26.

DISMISSAL

All children may be picked up directly from their classrooms by an approved adult during dismissal 
time. 6th – 8th grade students may also be picked up in the Omega Middle School car pick-up line. 
All students on campus after dismissal time must be under the supervision of an authorized adult or 
teacher. Please see grade specific dismissal procedures below. 

Kindergarten, 5th - 6th Grades

• Children signed up for After School will be taken directly from the classroom to After School.
• After a 15 minute grace period (free of charge) all children remaining in the classroom will be    

taken to After School and regular AS rates will apply.
1st – 4th Grades

• Children not picked up from the classroom will be taken to the “Dismissal Area” which is the     
Outdoor Classroom. Parents may pick up their children from here.

• After a 15 minute grace period (free of charge) all children remaining in the Dismissal Area will 
be taken to After School and regular AS rates will apply.

7th – 8th Grades

• Children signed up for After School will be taken directly from the classroom or Omega Middle 
School Campus Dismissal Area (in front of 6th grade) to After School.

• At 3:45pm (1:45pm on Wednesdays) all students remaining in the Omega Middle School 
Campus Dismissal Area will be signed into After School and regular AS rates will apply. This 
includes kids remaining in the classroom for additional studies (the teacher will have AS sign-in 
sheets). 

Please note that grace periods are for when parents are occasionally running late and not 

meant to be an extra 15 minutes of school. Thank you for picking up your child on time! 

Rates for After School care can be found in the Tuition and Fees section on page 26.
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SIGN OUT POLICIES

• All children must be signed out by an approved adult upon departure from campus. For 
safety, it is necessary for parents to sign out of After School in the Butterfly House (or the 
classroom if student has remained after dismissal for study hall, tutoring, etc.). Parents of 
students participating in athletics (both on and off site) are required to sign their children out 
with the Athletic Director or Coach upon leaving a game. 

• Families that do not sign their children out will be charged for the full day.
• Parents should ensure that a list of people who can pick up their child (in addition to parents 

and guardians) is on file in the school office. If an approved adult needs to be added to your 
child’s pick up list after the school year has started, please let the office know. 

• If someone not on the approved list will be picking up/signing out a student, they will only be 
allowed to do so if a parent has notified the teacher, After School staff, or the Office staff in 
advance, preferably in writing. Anyone picking up must be able to provide a photo ID. 

WALKERS AND LEAVING CAMPUS ON FOOT

• Parents must provide a written permission slip for local students allowed to walk home on their 
own after dismissal. 

• All students are required to have written parental permission or to be signed out by an 
approved adult before leaving campus on foot. 

RCS staff is not responsible for the care of a student once a parent or approved adult has 

signed them out of school or After School. 

AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM

For families needing care for their children outside normal school hours, RCS offers Before School 
supervision and an After School program. The Rainbow’s End After School program is designed to 
balance creative unstructured free play with directed activities, games, daily snack and study time. 
After classes are dismissed, the RCS playground is exclusively re-served for the use of our After 
School program. For the safety of all, and to maintain preschool licensing compliance, the K-8 Gnome 
Village playground is ONLY for use by children enrolled in kindergarten and higher grades. Younger 
children are welcome to use the preschool playground WITH parental supervision. The preschool 
playground is specially designed for the fun and safety of preschool aged children. The Gnome 
Village playground was built for children in kindergarten and up with their developmental needs in 
mind.  

FOR THE SAFETY OF THE CHILDREN AND TO ASSIST US IN MAINTAINING THE INTEGRITY 

OF OUR PROGRAM PLEASE FOLLOW OUR ARRIVAL AND DISMISSAL POLICIES ON PAGE 11.

After School Enrichment Activities and Associated Fees: Each trimester the After School Director 
arranges for local artists and professionals to teach classes and lead clubs. The Athletics Director 
coordinates sports teams in After School. Enrichment activities change seasonally, with current 
offerings published in a flier each trimester. Class and club instructors determine their own fees 
(if any) as well as the number of students they are able to serve. After school is included in your 
club, class, and sports fees for those days. Children who are not signed up for the after school 
program can still enroll in an after school class, club, or sport.
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HOSPITALITY LEAGUE SPORTS

RCS participates in the Hospitality League, which is comprised of eight local private and public 
charter schools. The League provides an opportunity for 5th - 8th grade students to participate in 
organized, co-ed sporting events and to meet and make friends with middle school students from 
other schools.
 

The League believes that physical fitness is important, and promotes a positive atmosphere of 
physical activity. It strives to give students who have never participated in organized sports - and 
students who have been involved in organized sports – an opportunity to learn athletic skills, build 
leadership and team-building skills, gain confidence, participate in friendly competition, and have fun.   
RCS adults sometimes volunteer to coach and referee sports. 

RCS recommends that every middle school student participate in at least one team sport each year. 
A fee of $96 is charged per child per sport and is added to a parent’s monthly invoice. Middle school 
students can sign up to participate in the following sports during 2017-2018:

September - October: Flag Football and Ultimate Frisbee
       January - March: Basketball

           March – May: Soccer and Ultimate Frisbee

SCHOOL DAY VISITS BY PARENTS and GUARDIANS, ETC.

All visitors must check in at the Office and get a visitor badge, including visitors parents bring with 
them to campus. Parents/guardians may visit their child at school at any time unless restrained 
by court order. Please inform your child’s teacher(s) before a visit that will be more than a quick        
drop-in. We encourage parents to join morning centering at any time. It’s a great way to start your 
day! Parents/guardians are responsible for other family members, friends, guests, and others’ 
children they bring with them to campus.

We invite and encourage parents to participate with their child’s class in our numerous school 
celebrations, special events, programs, and field trips. In all situations, the teacher is responsible for 
classroom activity and is authorized to make decisions and direct classroom activities based on their 
professional judgment.
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The School Year

2017-2018 SCHOOL CALENDAR

Please see the 2017-2018 RCS School Calendar on the RCS website: 

www.rainbowcommunityschool.org/calendar

Paper copies of the school calendar are available in the school office upon request.

CELEBRATIONS and COMMUNITY EVENTS 

Rainbow Community School and Omega Middle School embrace diversity. We therefore celebrate 
holidays of many of the world’s cultures and study about families in many different countries. We 
observe the holidays of the world’s major religions in various ways during the school year, and seek 
to affirm the universal values and commonality among these traditions. Your child may come home 
singing a song in another language, or having eaten a certain holiday food or celebrated a custom 
unfamiliar to many of us. In this way, our students learn to appreciate and celebrate diversity, perceive 
the universality of the human spirit and nurture the understanding that various human cultures com-
plement one another.  

Class-Led Celebrations: Each month individual classes sign up to lead a school-wide exploration 
of a world holiday or celebration that takes place in that month. From the Autumn Equinox to Holi to 
Earth Day, each celebration is unique, but each provides a chance for multi-age experiential learning, 
community building, and mindfulness.

We also enrich our own Rainbow Community School story with monthly Community Events 

designed to build meaningful connections between families, staff, and children outside of the 
classroom. Some community events include potlucks, stream clean ups, and roller skating parties. 
Facilitated through Parent Council, these events are announced when the sponsoring classes have 
secured the venue and may change from year to year. Please see the following section for Annual 
Community Events.   
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RCS ANNUAL EVENTS

Community Work Day: Community Work Day is a means to nurture both community building and the 
physical plant of our school. It’s an opportunity for us to set a positive, community-oriented example 
for our children. This event is usually set in August before school begins to help get the campus ready 
for the first day of school.

More Than Mindfulness Conference: MTM highlights ways to integrate mindful practices into school 
culture but emphasizes MORE than mindfulness by expanding these practices to include holistic 
and secular methods that nurture the personal and collective spiritual identities of students, staff and 
community members. 

Halloween: All children, staff and parents are welcome to join and encouraged to dress in costume 
for our annual costume parade in the morning. The parents in each grade provide the non-sugar 
treats (small toys, objects from nature, craft materials, etc.) for their class, which are passed out 
by volunteers after the parade when the kids go trick or treating at selected classroom doors. The 
Omega class creates a haunted house each year; children enter only if they wish and can go through 
with the lights on, if they prefer.

El Dia de los Muertos: Around November 1st, there is a school-wide celebration to remember and 
honor loved ones who have passed away.

Winter Performance: With the guidance of our art and music teachers, each class is involved in 
creating a song, dance or short play and performing in our Winter Program. 

Shine: The student talent show is a highlight of the year. Singers, dancers, jugglers, magicians, 
musicians, comedians and more sign up to represent our gifted and talented student community.  

Grandparent’s Day:  Grandparents and other special “elders” are invited to join us on campus for 
coffee, tea and light snacks. They enjoy performances from various classes and have the opportunity 
to visit their grandchild’s class for a portion of the day.  

May Day: On May 1st we celebrate Spring with a May Festival including a maypole, fairy costumes, 
and strawberries and whipped cream.

Staff Appreciation: Each year Parent Council organizes a way to thank the staff for their 
commitment to our children. Each classroom gives a special gift from the children.

Imagine!: As the year draws to a close, Rainbow turns its focus to the arts, working with visiting 
artists and the talented Rainbow staff to create an original performance featuring singing, instruments, 
dancing, acting, poetry, and visual arts from kids in preschool through 8th grade.  
 

Graduation: Each Kindergartener through 8th grader is recognized in our graduation ceremony and 
given the opportunity to share a favorite memory of their school year with the audience, with a special 
focus on our eighth grade graduates. Preschoolers are recognized in a separate ceremony.  
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Fundraising Events: The school plans fundraisers to help close the gap between tuition and the 
actual cost of operating the school, fund classroom budgets for special purchases, and support other 
non-profit organizations in the community.  

• Harvest Hoedown: The Hoedown is a carnival-style event, with each class hosting a booth, 
game, or craft. Food and drink, bouncy houses, a bake sale, wine and cake walks, and 
exciting raffles are all part of this big day. This family-friendly event is fun for all members of 
the community.  

• Book Fair: Our autumn Book Fair will be at Firestorm Café & Books. 

• Various other fundraising events will be scheduled throughout the year to support special 
causes, such as collecting meals for Manna Food Bank around Thanksgiving, or selling 
produce from our gardens to fund a special class trip.   

FACULTY TRAINING and EARLY RELEASE DAYS

Rainbow Community School is proud to have a dedicated, well-trained faculty that participates in the 
administration of the school. Faculty Training days and early release days serve two purposes that 
are critical to serving the mission of the school:

1. Training: Well-planned, relevant training re-charges and inspires teachers to be their best. 
Trainings help teachers learn how to use time with students efficiently and effectively, 
while giving teachers an opportunity to rekindle their creative juices and to remember their 
sacred purpose. Teachers learn strategies and techniques that have direct application in the 
classroom so they can deliver the highest quality of education.

2. Collaborative Planning: Faculty days provide teachers time together to collaborate with the 
Executive Director on school policy, events, communication, and general management of the 
school. Collaboration creates a positive school culture through an empowered faculty.

The faculty usually has a work day scheduled about one week before each parent conference day. 
They use these days to compile student evaluation information and write the narratives they diligently 
prepare for each conference. The style of teaching employed at Rainbow requires far more planning 
and preparation than conventional teaching, and, likewise, the style of student assessment reporting 
requires extensive time – far more than the reporting of a conventional school. The time teachers 
are given to prepare reports and the conference times provide parents with extensive information 
about their child’s educational experience and developmental growth. We schedule conference days 
with ample opportunity for teachers and parents to have a working relationship and to build a true 
understanding of each child.
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Communication

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSIBILITY TO RECEIVE COMMUNICATION

Parents are expected to receive, read, and respond to all communication from the school. Information 
and communication will be sent to both parents. Teachers cannot act as a mediator between parents. 

EDUCATE DATABASE and PARENT PORTAL

The Educate Database is an integral communication tool at RCS. The database is a great place 
to find class roster information, school calendars, and a copy of your child’s Narrative Conference 
Reports. You can use it to sign up for inclement weather alerts, or just find out what birthdays are 
coming up in your child’s class. Please check Educate to make sure your own address, phone 
numbers, and email addresses are correct. If you are new to RCS and do not have your username or 
login information, or are not able to access the database for any reason, please contact Jessy Tickle 
in the office.

EMAIL    

Much of the communication within your classroom and from the administration will be done by email, 
including informative newsletters from your child’s teacher and weekly Rainbow Reminders with 
upcoming community events. Please let your child’s teacher, class parent and the Office know if you 
need to use another form of communication. 

PHONE CALLS

We do not interrupt class activities for phone calls. Messages can be left (day or night) for any 
staff member on the school’s voice mail system. Most teachers check for messages at the beginning 
and end of their day; they will let you know the specifics. If you need to get a message to your child’s 
teacher during the school day, (to communicate a change in pick up for example) please call the 
office. A staff member will deliver your message. After regular office hours, After School staff will 
answer phones when possible.
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RCS WEBSITES

www.rainbowcommunityschool.org 
www.omegamiddleschool.org

The RCS website is a great source of overall information about the school, including an updated 
school calendar, community news, and links to the RCS Facebook page. The Omega Middle School 
website additionally contains detailed information that is specific to our innovative middle school 
program. As an informed parent, please stay familiar with our web contents.

PARENT MAILBOXES

K-6th grade parents will be assigned a mailbox in their child’s classroom. We ask you to check your 
mailbox regularly. You may also use the parent mailboxes to meet your own communication needs, 
such as sending birthday invitations for your child’s party or thank you notes to other parents.

OFFICE/STAFF MAILBOXES

There is an office mailbox in each classroom and a secure drop box just outside the office door. 
Messages for the administrative staff and may be left in any of these mailboxes. All faculty have a 
mailbox in their classroom.

PUBLICATIONS

• Rainbow Reminders: A weekly school e-newsletter sent by Kate Chassner in the front office 
every Wednesday. Includes: dates to remember, upcoming events, volunteer opportunities, and 
more. 

• Rainbow Community Connector: A weekly e-newsletter, sent every Monday, full of fun and 
educational community events. This newsletter is written by a parent volunteer. If you have an 
event to add you can send a blurb to info@rainbowlearning.com.

• Kaleidoscope: A publication written by Renee Owen, sent to your email monthly. This includes 
the bigger picture of what is happening on campus and exciting news for Rainbow’s future. 

• Heart of the Matter: An educational publication written by Renee Owen, printed and put in parent 
mailboxes.

• Rainbow Institute Newsletter: Bi-monthly e-newsletter with reflections on various spiritual 
domain happenings at RCS. Offering transferable and adaptable lessons and resources. 
If you want a glimpse into the centered classroom, please email West Willmore to sign up                    
(west.willmore@rainbowlearning.org)

• Fundraising Newsletter: You will receive e-newsletters about the campaign to keep you informed 
on recent developments and upcoming events.

• Classroom Newsletter: Your classroom teacher will send you monthly e-newsletters to keep you 
informed on details specific to your child’s class. 

You have been added to these email lists, please contact the office if you are not receiving any 
of them or would like to update your email.
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OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION

• A bulletin board outside the office displays information about student achievement and growth; 
another near the first grade displays information about our Mission.

• Outdoor bulletin boards displaying community flyers and announcements are located next to 
the green door Preschool classroom and on the wall between Grades 1 and 5.

• Each classroom has its own bulletin board for news specific to its students and parents.

CLASSROOM PARENT MEETINGS 

Parent Orientation: Parents are required to attend an orientation meeting with their child’s teacher 
and the other parents from their child’s class in late August, just prior to the start of school. It 
is required that one parent from each family attend parent orientation. If for some extenuating 
circumstance this is not possible, please let your classroom teacher and the office know.

Other Parent Meetings:  On an as needed basis during the year teachers may organize a parent 
meeting to communicate important information to the group as a whole. Though these meetings are 
not mandatory, attendance by at least one parent is strongly encouraged.  

Please see page 22 for information about our Parent Engagement Program.

APPOINTMENTS WITH TEACHERS 

Appointments with teachers may be scheduled throughout the year, as necessary. Many teachers 
cannot be available for impromptu meetings/discussions at arrival times (other than a quick 
message), as they are preparing for class and greeting their students upon arrival. Others may not 
be available at departure times, especially when they have faculty meetings and other meetings to 
attend after classes are dismissed. Please ask your child’s teacher about his/her available times so 
that he/she can be truly present, and not distracted, when speaking with you.
                                        

APPOINTMENTS WITH THE DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS

Parents and community members are welcome to drop by the office, with or without an appointment, 
to talk with Director of Operations, Sandra McCassim, whether it be to share a concern, an idea, a 
compliment or a FYI.
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PARENT/TEACHER CONFERENCES

Parent/teacher conferences are scheduled four times a year; please consult the school calendar for 
exact dates. RCS tries to schedule two full days off school for each conference cycle, so that parents 
have ample time to spend with their child’s teacher(s). 

In each cycle, one conference per child is scheduled – even if a child lives in more than one 
household. Parents who wish to meet with teachers for conferences need to meet on these scheduled 
conference days and take responsibility to sign up for a conference time. Teachers are not obligated 
to reschedule missed conferences for a family who does not attend a conference due to recreational 
reasons (vacations), neglects to sign up for a conference in advance, or does not show up for their 
scheduled conference and does not provide a reason for their absence. If parents are unable to 
attend a conference due to circumstances beyond their control, they should notify their child’s teacher 
as soon as possible.

Listening Conference: The first conference of the year is in September. It is a Listening Conference, 
at which the teachers are present to listen to the parent/guardian discuss their child’s strengths, 
challenges, hopes and interests. These conferences help to establish a relationship of respectful 
communication between parents and teachers. Teachers gain valuable information about the needs 
of the students in their care and help parents to build trust that their thoughts and feelings, hopes and 
fears about their child are valued.

November Conference: About a week prior to the November conference, parents will be able to view 
their child’s student report on the school database. Please read this report before your scheduled 
conference in order to make best use of your time with your child’s teachers. At the conference, 
parents will receive their child’s standardized test results and discuss the child in regards to the seven 
domains.

February/March Conference: About a week prior to the February conference, parents will be 
able to view their child’s student report on the school database. Please read this report before your 
scheduled conference in order to make best use of your time with your child’s teachers. Teachers will 
discuss each child’s strengths, challenges, and present possible goals for the remainder of the school 
year.  

May/June Student-Led Conference: Students will present their final portfolio to their parents, with 
guidance from the teacher as needed. Teachers will hand out final assessments, and final student 
reports will be available on the school database. Parent(s) and/or teacher may request a separate 
conference if a face-to-face conversation would be beneficial, such as to decide on a placement for 
the next school year, or to discuss any areas the child could benefit from summer remediation.
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Community Participation

VOLUNTEERING

RCS is a holistic, community-centered educational environment. In keeping with this emphasis, 
parents and guardians are expected to become an integral part of the classroom and the school 
community by volunteering for a wide variety of school-related activities. Parents who are highly 
involved report greater satisfaction in the school and higher levels of success for their children. Your 
child can only receive the full experience if, as a family, you are participating in the community and 
volunteering. 

Some families volunteer 100 hours or more, while some just do what they can. We understand that 
parents who work long hours and/or have multiple children are more challenged to volunteer. 

The Volunteer Program at RCS offers many ways to get involved. This system offers greater 
flexibility and more opportunities to get credit for the many ways parents already volunteer in our 
school community. There are two ways to volunteer: in the classroom and school-wide. Ideally, every 
family will have an opportunity to volunteer both ways. Your child’s teacher or class parent will keep 
you informed about volunteer needs in the classroom. Opportunities to volunteer in the community 
will be ongoing throughout the year and will include ground/landscaping maintenance, facilities 
improvements, fundraising committees, special events planning and participation, and various 
administrative tasks. Weekly Rainbow Reminders emails and other communication from the admin 
team will alert you to upcoming volunteer needs.
   

Below is the minimum suggested amount that each adult member of each family should be 
involved in community activities:
• Attend at least 1 school-wide event
• 3-4 hours of classroom volunteering
• Volunteering a minimum of 2 hours at a minimum of one event
• Attend at least one class meeting (in addition to the two mandatory parent nights)
• 3-4 hours volunteering within the greater community
• If possible...1 field trip

For more information on acquiring volunteer credits, refer to page 27 in the “Tuition and Fees” 
section.
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RAINBOW INSTITUTE’S ADULT LEARNING LAB 
PARENT ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM (PEP)

Rainbow Community School is a holistic, community-centered educational environment. In keeping 
with this emphasis, parents and guardians are empowered to become an integral part of the 
classroom and the school community. There are various ways that parents may be encouraged to 
integrate into the RCS community. Some of these include:

• Attendance at school wide and classroom events & celebrations
• Volunteerism
• Serving on decision making committees (i.e. various RCS circles)
• Active communication with the teachers through conferencing and parent meetings
• Attendance and participation in the Parent Engagement Program (PEP)

PEP Purpose: For the purpose of our work together we can consider the phrase “It takes a village to 

raise a child”. This is the mindset or the group consciousness that we hope to embody. Consider also 
the phrase We are All One which infers the concept of oneness and connection. It implies that we 
work together to achieve similar goals, instead of working alone. 

PEP Goals and Objectives
 

• Engage in a deep exploration and understanding of RCS culture, principles and practices.
• Support the reinforcement and integration of RCS cultural elements and holistic curriculum into 

the home.
• Encourage collaboration and communication between teachers and parents.
• Expose parents to best practices, research and contemporary topics affecting whole child 

development. 
• Discover and utilize additional state of the art parenting tools that bridge the gap between 

home and school.
• Embark on a personal learning journey as a parent through rich learning opportunities.
• Contribute to a sustaining and connected community by engaging in meaningful reflection 

about parenting. 

PEP Themes 

Participation in the program will help you to gain perspective and increased knowledge and 

understanding of: 

• Stages of child development: characteristics, milestones, challenges and needs
• Positive Discipline and Compassionate Communication  
• Overview of RCS culture, educational philosophy and special features 
• Bridging school life and home life 

Adult Learning Lab Structure

The program will offer a balance of theoretical framework, parent dialogue, inquiry, and reflection.  
The structure will balance lecture-style learning segments, hands-on learning experiences, small 
group facilitated discussion and personal and dyad reflection. 
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Adult Learning Lab Session Dates 

The PEP Program will meet from 6-8 pm in the Auditorium on these dates: 
September 20th 

January 11th

April 18th

We will offer free limited childcare for each session if you RSVP by a specified date (look for this 
information in Rainbow Reminders communication), otherwise the childcare fee is $5 per child. 
Additionally, between each session the Adult Learning Lab will facilitate optional discussion groups 
from 6-8, location TBD. Discussions will highlight parent dialogue, reflection and inquiry. These are 
slated for November and March, and volunteer hours will be awarded for attendance at these optional 
discussion groups. 

FIELD TRIPS AND TRANSPORTATION

Field trips are an integral part of the curriculum and not optional at RCS because they expose 
students to many new experiences and environments – especially in the outdoors. You will be asked 
to sign a form granting blanket permission for your child to take field trips all year. Beginning in the 
Fourth Grade, students will go on at least one overnight trip. Rainbow believes that, at this age, 
children need to have experiences independent of their parents. This builds courage, trust (on the 
part of the parents too), healthy independence, and  self-esteem. Healthy children begin to individuate 
from their family at the age of 9 or 10, in the process of self-discovery and as a part of the path to 
becoming a responsible, independent human being. We see these overnight trips as an important 
part of growing up and as a rite of passage.

Safety: RCS teachers are certified in First Aid and CPR. They are thoughtful planners and diligently 
protect the safety of their students. We ask that parents understand that when a parent chaperones 
a field trip they are not doing so to personally supervise their own child, but are acting in the best 
interest of the whole group.

Parent expectations: Successful field trips depend largely on parent chaperones. Check with your 
child’s teacher about their expectations of chaperones for class trips. Parents or other adults who 
chaperone a trip are acting in a teaching assistant capacity and are expected to follow the same 
guidelines as staff. The teacher will choose parent chaperones.

RCS has two small buses to transport students on field trips. Some classes may need one or two 
parents to drive students in addition to these buses. 

Drivers must:

• Be 21 years of age or older
• Carry sufficient insurance
• Have a safe driving record
• Complete a Driver’s Waiver, which is kept on file in the school office
• Submit a copy of their driver’s license to the school office 
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North Carolina Child Restraint Law:

• All children less than 16 years of age must be buckled up in both the front and back seats.
• A child who is younger than age 8 (regardless of weight) or who weighs less than 80 pounds 

(regardless of age) must be secured in a child car seat. 
• To meet the law, use a belt-positioning booster for children weighing 40 to 80 pounds.
• Warning: Belt-positioning boosters must NEVER be used with just a lap belt.

Cost: Most field trips do require a minimal fee. For more costly trips, teachers may work with children 
and families to conduct fundraising efforts to pay part of the field trip cost. 

ANNUAL CAMPAIGN
 

The RCS Annual Campaign Committee consists of volunteers who are dedicated to providing 
resources that make it possible for our school community to realize its mission. RCS tries to keep 
tuition low enough to encourage economic diversity at the school. Like most private schools, the RCS 
tuition does not cover all the operating expenses of the school. The true cost of educating your child 
is much higher. The Annual Campaign Committee asks parents to contribute generously to close 
the gap between the total cost of educating your child and operating expenses. Your donations to 
the Annual Campaign provide the funds necessary to further nurture the discovery, enjoyment and 
development of the unique gifts of each student. 

It is our hope that every RCS family will make an intentional commitment to the campaign for the 
benefit of all our wonderful children and gifted teachers. When all parents donate to the campaign, 
Rainbow is then able to successfully leverage funding from outside foundations, doubling the benefits. 
Your generosity will enrich your child’s learning experience and gratify your heart.

PARENT COUNCIL

The mission of Rainbow Community School Parent Council is to play an integral role in the 
school community by supporting the events and rituals that shape the heart of Rainbow culture:     
connection to self, the community, the natural world and to the spiritual. As participants in the 
governance of the school, Parent Council representatives attend monthly meetings, liaise with 
classroom teachers, act as a resource for parents, support parents with questions or concerns about 
school policy, procedure and channels of communication, and organize the Harvest Hoedown and 
other school events. 

In the spring, parents who have a strong interest and a desire to play an active role in strengthening 
our school community are selected to become representatives for the following school year. If a 
parent is interested in joining Parent Council, they may speak with their current class representative, 
their class teacher or the head of Parent Council. 
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Tuition & Fees

TUITION

Rainbow Community School works with TADS Tuition Management System for tuition billing and 
payments. This allows parents the ability to see account information online and make automatic 
payments through a bank account or by credit card. Credit card payments will be assessed a 3% 
processing fee. Parents complete an annual Billing Management Agreement and receive and pay 
monthly invoices through TADS. Annual tuition for K-8th grades is paid over 12 installments from   
May 2017 through April 2018. There is a two percent discount for full payment of tuition by July 1.

If a monthly payment is not received by the due date, a late fee of $35 per payment is assessed. After 
60 days of no payments or payment arrangements, the student will not be permitted to attend class 
until the total amount due, including late fees, is paid in full. If a student withdraws or is dismissed 
from RCS during the school year and all tuition payments have not yet been made, all transcripts and 
grade reports will be held until full payment is received. In the event that full tuition is not paid when 
due and RCS takes formal collection actions, parents/guardians are liable for reasonable attorney 
fees and reasonable collection costs incurred by RCS, to the extent permitted by law.

To propose an exception to the fee schedule, a parent must make arrangements with the RCS 
Finance Committee Chairperson by writing a letter of explanation with an alternative payment plan to 
the Finance Committee. 

TIMELY PAYMENT OF TUITION AND FEES

One of the crucial components of operating Rainbow Community School is that we receive tuition and 
fee payments in a timely manner. With this in mind: 

RCS requires all parents to pay their outstanding balances before we will send student records 
and transcripts to other schools (for transferring students and graduating students).

RCS requires all outstanding balances be paid before a child is guaranteed a spot in a class for 
the upcoming school year.

  

Please help RCS stay financially strong by paying tuition on time so that we can continue to improve 
our programs and meet the daily needs of our students.
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BEFORE SCHOOL AND AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM FEES

• K-8 Before School care is available M-F at a flat cost of $4 per day.  
• K-8 After School care is $6/hr for the first hour. After the first hour, After School is billed as a flat 

daily rate using the following schedule:

Grade
M T Th F 

Hours

M T Th F 

Daily Rate

Wednesday 

Hours

Wednesday 

Daily Rate

Kindergarten 2:30 - 6:00 $13 1:00 - 6:00 $20

1st - 4th 3:00 - 6:00 $12 1:00 - 6:00 $20

5th - 6th 3:15 - 6:00 $11 1:15 - 6:00 $19

7th - 8th 3:30 - 6:00 $10 1:30 - 6:00 $18

Because your child remains the responsibility of the RCS staff as long as they are on campus, please 
do not sign out your child until you are prepared to leave with them. Even if you are present while 
your child is on campus during after school hours, they must be signed in, and After School fees will 
be assessed. If you fail to sign out your child, you will be charged After School fees until 6:00 PM.  
The school closes at 6:00 PM sharp. There is a fee of $16.00 (per child, per occurrence) charged to 
anyone picking his or her child up after 6:00 PM.

CLASSROOM SPECIFIC COSTS

During the year, additional fees may be incurred to purchase particular books, materials, a special 
service, or pay for an upcoming field trip. The teacher will notify parents of the cost, and parents will 
be billed the following month. 
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VOLUNTEER PROGRAM CREDITS/PAYMENTS

Our community thrives when every family makes the effort to contribute their time and skills to the 
needs of their child’s classroom and the school as a whole. The Volunteer Credit program is designed 
to help ensure equitable participation.

About the program:

• Each K-8 family will be billed $150 per ½ year (June16-Dec.15, Dec.16- June 15) minus $10 
per logged volunteer hour, with a max of 15 hours per ½ year. 

• Each Preschool family will be billed $100 per ½ year, minus $10 per logged volunteer hour, 
with a max of 10 hours per ½ year.

• Families are responsible for logging their own hours using the Track It Forward website or app. 
www.trackitforward.com

• Some hours will be standardized, such as:

• 1hr credit for attending a committee or class meeting

• 1hr credit for driving ½ day field trip and 2hrs credit for full day field trip. Credit for actual 
hours is given if acting as a chaperone on a field trip.  

• Credit hours will be given for work that is posted by teachers/staff or on Rainbow Reminders.

Please note that not every event qualifies for volunteer credit. For example, attendance at a class 
potluck would not count for credit, but volunteering to set up before or clean up after would qualify. If 
you are unsure, please check with your child’s teacher or a member of the admin team.  

Our volunteers make a huge difference! Thank you for your time and effort to help make Rainbow 
Community School the amazing school that it is.
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School Policies

ATTENDANCE

Because the RCS curriculum is not textbook-driven but is experiential and hands-on in orientation, 
regular student attendance is critical. In order to respect both teachers and classmates, we require 
students to arrive on time. Attendance is tracked daily. 
 

It is considered a serious academic and social setback to be absent for 15 or more days per 
academic year or 6 days during a single evaluation period. If a student is absent more than 6 days in 
a time period, a meeting will be scheduled between parents, teacher, and the Director of Operations 
to help everyone understand the family dynamics and other circumstances that may be contributing 
to the student’s absenteeism. We will discuss his/her academic progress, the effect on the class, and 
plan for that student’s continued success.

Under certain circumstances, an exception to the absentee policy may be formally agreed upon 
between parents, teacher, and the Director of Operations, if worked out in advance.

In all cases of absenteeism, payment of tuition to RCS must stay current.

RCS reserves the right to not re-enroll a child who is chronically tardy or absent.

TARDINESS

It is paramount that your child is on time for several reasons:

1. To be socially conscious: Our community fully functions when everyone fulfills their 
commitments. You have made a commitment to have your child to his/her classroom by a 
certain time. We all understand that home life can be challenging, and that occasionally, there 
will be exceptions. However, in general, each family is expected to develop a successful 
morning routine that brings them to school on time. If you are late, it is disruptive and 
challenging to the rest of the class. A person who is chronically late is sending a message that 
his or her time is more important than others. Please be mindful of your social commitment 
to your classmates. (If you are having parenting difficulties at home that contribute to tardies, 
don’t hesitate to ask for help. We have parenting resources that could make a difference.)

2. To model punctuality for your child. Now is the time for your child to develop life-long habits 
and attitudes. 

3. To receive the full value of your tuition and the curriculum.
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APPROPRIATE DRESS 

Rainbow Community School and Omega Middle School encourage individual expression. Therefore, 
we do not have uniforms or a strict dress code. However, in response to parent and faculty request, 
we enforce a dress code that respects the safety and consideration of all people in our community, 
including the very young and elders. As a community-oriented school, the faculty feels the dress 
code helps children and families remember that there is always a delicate balance between individual 
expression and communal needs. We feel that student dress should be comfortable, appropriate for 
outdoor activities, refrain from anything that would offend others or make others uncomfortable, and 
support the mission of the school. 

Please do not allow your child to wear:

• Shoes that are not PE or playground compatible (heels, flip flops, some sandals, etc.)

• Skirts or shorts that do not allow the child to sit cross-legged on the floor without being 
revealing. They should not be shorter than mid-thigh (the mid-point from the hip to knee)

• Clothing that reveals the body’s midriff or underwear

• Tops that have a neckline below the middle of the sternum

• Printed phrases, logos or other makeup or accessories that do not support the mission of the 
school

The school will keep some large T-shirts and sweat pants on hand for children to change into if the 
clothes they arrive in do not meet the dress code. Please make sure your child has a pair of tennis 
shoes at school.

Outdoor gear: We go outside in most weather, so please send your child appropriately dressed on 
cold and/or rainy days: raincoats, hats, mittens, scarves, winter coats, etc. Please mark your child’s 
name on each item of clothing.

If your family is tardy:  

1. Check in at the office when your family arrives late. You will be given a tardy slip to give to your 
child’s teacher. If your child is in K – 3rd grade, you then escort your child to their classroom. 
Fourth – eighth grade students are allowed to walk to their classroom unescorted, where they 
hand the slip to their teacher. EXCEPTION: If you are late due to inclement weather, please 
proceed directly to your classroom.

2. Find out what your class policy is. Many teachers request that you do not enter the class-room 
during centering, but wait with your child until it is over before entering.

3. If your child is chronically tardy (more than 5 times a semester), the D.O. will request to meet 
with you to find out what your family circumstances are and to develop a plan for punctuality.
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ILLNESS AND OTHER HEALTH CONSIDERATIONS

Children should be kept home from school if they have lice or nits; are running a fever; have dark, 
mucousy noses; if they had a fever or threw up during the previous night; or if they show signs of 
becoming sick. We realize that this is difficult for working parents, but sick children do not belong in 
school. Our teachers are required to send any child home that arrives at school with signs of illness or 
develops them during the school day. Even if your child is beginning to recover, please wait 24 hours 

after the last sign of fever or vomiting before sending your child back to school. Please notify your 
child’s classroom teacher in the morning if your child will be absent. Please notify the school office if 
your child has a highly communicative illness.
 

NUTRITION GUIDELINES

We are committed to encouraging our student’s consumption of whole, unrefined, natural foods as 
much as possible. Our nutrition policy is important to us because we feel strongly that good food 
benefits the children’s health and positively influences the children’s energy while at school. We 
request that any food sent with the children be wholesome and nutritious. We request that all foods 
that are essentially sugar items and/or items with little nutritional value (i.e. sodas, cookies, candy 
bars, cupcakes, etc.) not be sent to school. On special occasions and for fundraisers a party may 
be held at school and at such events sugar items may be permissible, but ONLY with the classroom 
teacher’s consent, or the Executive Director’s consent for school-wide events or fundraisers. Please 
check with the teacher beforehand and be willing to substitute an item for each child who has 
allergies or food limitations.  

Lunch: All students must bring a nutritional lunch. Please check with your teacher to find out if a 
microwave is available. Some teachers allow a 30-second microwave warm-up per lunch; others 
request that warm food arrive in a thermos. Occasionally a class may provide pizza or another lunch 
item for sale as a fundraiser. 

Morning Snack: Each mid-morning our class schedules include a time for a fruit or other nutritious 
snack that children bring from home. 

After School Snack: The Rainbow’s End staff provides snacks for all children attending the After 
School program and clubs. 
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IMMUNIZATIONS

NC Immunization Law (G.S. 130A-155) requires all schools and day care facilities to have on file a 
record of each child’s immunization record. Within 30 days of the first day of your child’s attendance 
at RCS, you must provide the school office with any one of the following:

1. a copy of your child’s shot record from your child’s doctor or the county health department
2. a completed Religious Exemption form (available from the school office)
3. a completed Medical Exemption form (available from the school office)

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR CHILDREN ENTERING KINDERGARTEN AND 7TH GRADE 

(Effective July 1, 2015):

• Kindergarten – It is mandatory for your child’s file to have the Kindergarten Health Assessment 
form as well as an updated vaccination form OR a vaccination exemption form. 

• 7th Grade – It is mandatory for your child’s file to have the necessary updated vaccination form 
OR a vaccination exemption form. The two vaccinations needed are: Tdap (tetanus, diphtheria, 
pertussis) and Meningococcal. 

Failure to comply with this law is grounds for student dismissal.

Non-immunized students might be prohibited from attending school if an outbreak occurs for which 
they have not been immunized.

ADMINISTRATION OF MEDICINE

Parents must fill out a medical permission form in order for a staff member to give medicine to a child. 
This form must give date, time of administration, and dosage. If it is a prescribed drug, the doctor’s 
prescription must be affixed to the medicine and staff will, at all times, follow the doctor’s prescription 
-- even if the parent is requesting something different. Your child’s name must be indelibly written on 
the medicine, and the medicine must be taken home at the end of the day.

EMERGENCIES 

All RCS teachers have First Aid and CPR training, which is routinely updated. In the event of an 
emergency with your child, the school will first try to contact you, the parent/guardian, and then, if 
necessary, the back-up contacts you provided on the emergency form. If the emergency requires 
immediate medical care, we will call for an ambulance while we are contacting you. Throughout 
the year, please notify the school office of any phone number changes for you or your emergency 
contacts (including work and cell phone numbers).
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INCLEMENT WEATHER DAYS AND POOR WEATHER CONDITIONS

Generally we try to remain open on snow days, but if conditions are truly hazardous then we will 
close. We will announce any school closing/delay on WLOS Channel 13 TV and WCQS 88.1. We 
also send alerts through our online school database (www.educate.tads.com). Please read the 
following so you know what to expect when school is closed or delayed due to inclement weather.

The first place we post a closing or delayed opening is through our school database alert 
messages (https://educate.tads.com/educate/). All families are automatically enrolled into our alert 
notification system. Please notify the office if you do not wish to receive alert notifications. 

We also post closings and delays on WLOS-TV. We suggest that you go to their website            
(http://www.wlos.com/sections/mobile/sign_up.shtml) and sign up to have instant message alerts 
delivered to your phone. You will receive a notice immediately from them when we post a closing or a 
delayed opening.  

Every year you will need to re-register for these alerts.

The RCS phone message (Extension 7) will announce if school is closed (but this happens AFTER 
the WLOS announcement).

If the weather is poor, but nothing is posted on WLOS and the weather and school closing message 
(Extension 7) hasn’t changed by 7:30 AM, it means that school is open and will operate at the regular 
hours for all grades. If we decide to close or have a delayed start, we usually make our decision by 
7:00 AM. However, if conditions are changing or hard to decipher, we could post as late as 7:30. 

When school is delayed, we will start at 10:00 AM in all grades. There are no Before School services 
on delayed start days. Your child can arrive at their classroom any time after 9:45 AM on delayed start 
days.

We understand that when the roads are bad some of you simply won’t be able to make it in. Please 

do not put your lives at risk in order to come to school. Although it would seem courteous to call 
and let us know you can’t make it, we ask that you don’t call the office, as the phones are very busy 
when the weather is bad. If you don’t come on a day when other schools are closed, we will assume 
you couldn’t make it. 

If you are able to come later in the day, after the roads have improved, please do so. Typically, 
when the weather is bad, teachers are not able to proceed with their regular lesson plans, because of 
the high level of absenteeism. If your child can attend later in the day, this is helpful to the teacher and 
the rest of the class. 
 

If it becomes necessary to close school early, we will change our phone message first, putting this at 
the very beginning. This will be followed by a broadcast email and database alert to all parents.

We always try to make the best decision for the safety of our community members, our teachers and 

our families. Thank you for your understanding and patience.
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DOGS ON CAMPUS

Dogs on campus must:

• Be on a leash held by an adult.
• Remain outside all buildings. 

Exceptions are made only with prior consent of a classroom teacher or the administration. We expect 
parents - out of courtesy - to check with classroom teachers regarding pet visits during normal 
class hours in order to be sensitive to classroom dynamics and the possibility of student and/or staff 
allergies. All pet owners must clean up after their pet.

 

LOST AND FOUND

Lost and found items will be kept outside the Butterfly House for a limited time. Items not claimed will 
be donated to charity at various times throughout the year.

CELL PHONE USE

To ensure a wholesome educational environment for all RCS students and a productive work 
environment for all RCS staff, please follow these community guidelines for cell phone use while on 
campus:

• Our playground is a “cell phone free zone.”
• Remind your children that RCS students are not allowed to use cell phones while on campus
• Take and make cell phone calls outside school buildings 
• Use cell phones away from open campus building doors and windows; ringtones and voices 

travel
• Ensure that your phone will not ring or vibrate loudly during meetings, events, gatherings, etc.
• When possible, please offer to return incoming cell phone calls after you leave the RCS 

campus

Please see page 35 for student cell phone policies.

PRESS / PHOTO RELEASES

Occasionally a newspaper or television station wishes to do a story and take a few pictures of RCS 
children involving one of our field trips or an activity at school. We also use photos and articles about 
student activities and accomplishments on the school website, Facebook, and RCS publications. You 
will be asked to sign a press release / photo release form, which will be one of the initial forms you 
will be given upon your child’s admission to RCS. 

If you choose to not sign the form, or if after signing it you change your mind, your desire will be 
honored. In that case, your child’s picture may still appear on materials that have already been 
designed and printed, but his/her image will no longer be used on new materials.
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MEDIA POLICY

General Statement

When we first drafted our media policy, we didn’t want a black and white policy, or one that promotes 
“fundamentalism” (meaning, here, a judgment that only one belief is right.)  Furthermore, we want to 
continually educate ourselves and our community about the risks that media exposure presents to 
children. In a quickly changing world, this is a constant learning curve. As a result, this media policy 
will be ever changing. We are all life-long learners - students, teachers, staff, and parents - helping to 
educate one another. We welcome your feedback on media and it’s affect on children, so that we may 
revise this policy for the upcoming school year with your family in mind.

Overall, we believe there are significant advantages to raising a child with limited screen time. In 
general, less is better. However, this becomes more complex as the child ages, and like most things, 
our position at Rainbow Community School is one of balance. We also see some advantages to the 
media, and we are sensible about our inability to isolate ourselves from the rest of society. 

Terms: 

“General Principles” are essentially guidelines. They are not rules or policies.
“Policies” can be thought of as “rules.” At this point, we have not defined the consequences for not 
following media policies, so they will be applied on a case-by-case basis.

A. General Principles on campus 

1. Technology can be a powerful teaching tool when used appropriately. Film is a good example – 
but it loses its power if used frequently. The younger the children, the less it is appropriate. 

2. For a number of reasons, technology, as an academic tool, is used for children 4th grade and 
up and not for children 3rd grade and under (there may be occasional exceptions in 2nd and 3rd 
grade.) Our Rationale:
• Children learn technology quickly and, therefore, have more than adequate skills when the get 

to high school, because what they learn in 4th-8th grade is relevant.
• What they learn in 1st grade may largely be outdated by high school. In the young-er years 

children need more human exposure and environment–based education and less screen 
exposure.

• Rainbow students have expressed that their technology skills were on par with oth-er students 
upon entering high school.

3. Technology is used only as a tool and not as a “teacher.” (For example, games that teach phonics 
are not appropriate.) Technological skills are taught through integration in-to the curriculum rather 
than as separate skills. Common examples at RCS: 
• Conducting research 
• Older students are required to use PowerPoint for their Personal Interest Project presentation; 

and through that project learn to use it, rather than learning it as a separate skill. 
• Children learn to use Google apps for communicating as a team.

4. Cell phone and Texting: All adults (parents and staff members) should refrain from cell phone/
texting use around children on campus, as it creates a culture of divided attention. Staff members 
should only text when they must be in contact with a parent or other personnel regarding a school 
issue that cannot wait until outside of student contact hours. All individuals, when possible, should 
take cell phone calls outside, not in the presence of children.

5. RCS will strive to provide information to families regarding media and children.
6. RCS will organize a screen-free week program at least once a year, so families have the 

opportunity to experience life without screen time to give their children a base-line experience.
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B. Policies on campus  

1. Children are not to use cell phones on campus or to have them on their bodies.
• Do not allow your child to possess a cell phone on campus, unless they need it for logistical 

communication before school or after they are signed out for the day. Students will need a 
signed permission form to have a cell phone on campus at any time. 

• Teachers will collect cell phones and permission forms in the morning for the duration of the 
day. Students observed using their cell phone during the day will have their phone taken to the 
office to be collected by a parent after school.

2. Do not send any technology with your child to campus without teacher knowledge and permission.
3. Internet access policy: Adult supervision at all times on campus (with appropriate exceptions.)

C. General Principles off campus

1. Avoid exposure to entertainment media in the morning completely, if possible. If not possible, 
avoid exposure to commercials (ie use a recording or a service without commercials, rather than 
TV).

2. Please avoid entertainment media use in the vehicle on the way to school because it makes the 
transition into the classroom more difficult.

3. Video games:  
• Children should not have access to games that are rated above their age level.
• Even “teaching” games should be extremely limited for younger children. There is no evidence 

that there is any advantage to these teaching tools, in light of what children are missing. For 
older children, video games should be extremely limited – as a “reward” for finishing chores, 
homework, etc, and always with a time limit. 

• Games that are complex and require complex strategizing are preferable over simple fighting, 
driving, or maze-type games. Also, games that require physical movement (such as dance 
games) are preferable.

4. Older students who are having a hard time completing homework in a timely manner, may be in 
need of a specific media use plan.

5. We recommend children do not have a TV or computer in their bedroom.
6. Adults need to be aware of their own media habits and its affect on children: in particular, the news 

and other programs they are watching and what children are overhearing.

D. Policies off campus

Parents must have access (password) to all social media and other media accounts that their child 
has, as well as cell phone and texting access. Parents commit to learning how to access these 
accounts and to monitoring activity and content.
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E. Considerations

As you develop a media policy that works for your family, RCS asks you to consider the 
following:

1. A childhood with limited exposure to advertising (especially advertising targeted to children) is 
beneficial. Programming without commercials is far preferable to programming with commercials.

2. Screen time can have a purpose, but must be balanced and carefully managed.
3. The more children spend in front of a screen, the more their time to explore the outdoors and 

to manipulate 3-D activities is compromised. There is wide variety of research that stresses 
the importance of nature vs. technology on the growth and development of children (one great 
resource is Last Child in the Woods by R. Louv).

4. The more time children spend in front of a screen, the more their time to exercise executive 
function is compromised.

5. Screen time, for a number of reasons, can compromise a child’s ability to focus.
6. Exposure to violence desensitizes children to violence.
7. Movies and programs watched together can provide opportunity for discussion and learning. 

Children need to digest or process what they see on the screen (as all humans need to reflect 
on and process all experiences), and family discussion is beneficial. So much can happen on a 
screen, than it can stupefy (get pushed into subconscious) children if they don’t have digestion 
time or discussions. Solo screen time has to be carefully managed. The child has to digest this 
screen time alone, and the parent may not know what the child watched.

8. Social media comes with a host of issues, and has to be monitored and talked about until children 
are old enough to use it responsibly. 

9. Video games with violence have a host of issues. 
10. This generation of children can multi-task more naturally than older generations, but there is a 

temptation to over multi-task at times when focus is needed, such as doing homework, which is 
very hard to determine and manage. Children need adult guidance/boundaries on how to manage 
their time.

11. New technological tools are to be carefully watched and monitored.
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STUDENT DISCIPLINE POLICY
 

In a community-centered educational environment, it is important that students conduct themselves 
with integrity and civility and support a safe and productive learning environment.
These expectations apply (1) while on school grounds, (2) at any school-related activity, or 
(3) at any other time when students are under the supervision of school personnel.
Consequences may be imposed on students by RCS if these expectations are not met, in its sole 
discretion and determination.

Positive Discipline Philosophy

The discipline policy at Rainbow Community School is consistent with the educational philosophy of 
the school and is based on Positive Discipline by Jane Nelsen, Ed.D. It safeguards each member 
of the school community and furthers the mental, emotional, physical, social/moral, and spiritual 
domains of our curriculum. Essentially, our discipline approach is not just to keep students “behaving” 
so the teacher can teach. It is an important part of the curriculum -- helping students learn how to 
work together, respect their community, and to be mindful of the needs of others.

To this end, each student shall conduct him/herself in a manner that supports the general learning 
environment, respects the right of all to live and learn in a physically and emotionally safe 
atmosphere, develops independent and collaborative learning skills, supports the development of 
problem solving skills, and generally upholds the noblest aspects of the human spirit.

During the first few weeks of each academic year the teachers and the students of each class 
shall work on developing strong team-building skills and creating a creative, mutually supportive, 
democratic classroom - a learning culture that nurtures and explicates the educational philosophy of 
Rainbow Community School.

Teachers and students together will explore not only the needs of the teachers and students but also 
the characteristics of a successful teacher and those of a successful student. Each class will post 
its agreements and share them with the students’ parents. These needs and characteristics will be 
revisited regularly, and the establishing of them should be a living, ongoing process. The teachers 
shall determine the “bottom line” ground rules of classroom behavior. Possible consequences, with 
time limits for meeting expectations, shall be noted.
 

Classroom Meetings

During the first week of school, each class shall decide when and how often it wants to hold 
classroom meetings. In addition to covering routine classroom business, these meetings should serve 
as a forum for students and teachers to discuss problems that arise, reassess individual and class 
needs and share positive comments and appreciations. Each classroom will also have a method, 
such as a suggestion box, for students to request classroom meeting agenda issues, so those 
students who are uncomfortable voicing a concern in a meeting can be heard. If a problem can’t be 
resolved at the classroom meeting, teachers may suggest mediation. Whatever the venue, teachers 
should always enable students to explore their feelings in a safe environment; at times, a private 
rather than public setting may be preferable.
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Chronic Disruptive, Defiant, or Disrespectful Behavior

Almost all behavioral issues either never happen, because they have been prevented, or they are 
resolved with little class disruption. Here is the process that we follow for behavioral issues:

1. The classroom teacher will alert the parents and Director of Operations and share 
documentation of anecdotes, incident reports and interventions. 

2. If there is no improvement in the behavior, a meeting will be scheduled with the teacher(s), 
parent(s), Director of Operations and student, if appropriate, to establish an action plan 
suitable and effective in addressing the noted behavior.

3. A second meeting will be scheduled (usually within two-three weeks of the first meeting) to 
further assess the situation and the effectiveness of approaches implemented after the first 
meeting and may include the student support program helping to create an individualized 
modified behavior plan. 

4. If, at that time, the behavior has not been corrected, the next steps will be determined and may 
include referring the student for student support services and/or counseling. (RCS reserves 
the right to override the first three steps of the process should the situation at hand call for 
immediate consideration of suspension or significant intervention.)

Removal From Class Or Dismissal From School/Suspension

The physical and emotional safety of students on campus is of utmost importance to Rainbow. Each 
child and every situation is unique, but the general guidelines that a child needs to be separated and 
parents need to be called are:

1. The child has targeted violent or emotionally aggressive or damaging behavior toward another 
child or children. In this case, often the “victim(s)” need some separation from the aggressor, 
so they have time to regain a sense of safety in the classroom. Plus, separating the child can 
sometimes help the child understand how serious or potentially damaging their behavior is for 
others.

2. The behavior is repetitive, even if no single event is serious enough to warrant removal, a 
teacher will use their discretion to determine when it is pervasive enough that the class needs 
a break and the student needs more direct consequences to understand the situation and work 
on changing behavior.

3. If the behavior is impeding instructional time and community space to a degree the teacher 
warrants is beyond what the class can expect to deal with.

Generally, when a student is removed, it is for the rest of the day, and sometimes for a day or two 
following. Always, the staff will try to help the student by considering what his/her needs are. What 
seems to be the reason behind the behavior? If removal occurs more than two or three times, the 
child will be considered for an individualized modified behavior plan. If the student is not already in 
the student support program, they may be referred for student support services and/or counseling.
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Guidelines for Severe Behavior (5th - 8th Grade)

The Following is Always a Severe Behavioral Issue:

• Students will not use, possess, exchange, distribute, or sell any type of drugs, alcohol, 
tobacco products, or counterfeit substances; the only exception is over-the-counter drugs or 
prescription drugs that are in a student’s possession and used in accordance with the RCS 
medication policy.

 

The Following may be categorized as Severe Behavior, depending on the level of danger and 
other circumstances:

• Students will not bully, harass or threaten any student or school employee, either physically or 
verbally, in a way that places the student or school employee in actual and reasonable fear of 
harm to his/her person or damage to his/her property;

• Students will not assault, fight, physically injure, attempt to injure, or intentionally behave in 
such a way that could reasonably cause injury to any other person; and

• Students will not possess, carry, handle, use or attempt to use, whether concealed or open, 
any weapon, or any instrument that reasonably looks like a weapon or could be used as a 
weapon.

 

Guidelines for consequences for possession or use of banned substances and other behavior 
deemed sufficiently severe on campus (5th – 8th Grade):

• There will be a minimum mandatory suspension of five school weeks.
• During this period, the Executive Director (E.D.) or the Director of Operations (D.O.) will decide 

whether the student’s behavior warrants a longer suspension, expulsion for the rest of the 
school year, or permanent expulsion. The family will be notified of the decision within 30 days 
of the onset of the suspension.

• Other families in the class will be notified of the alleged behavior within 5 days of the 
occurrence.

• Other classes in the school will be notified as deemed appropriate by the E.D. or D.O.
• Before the 5 weeks are over, a class meeting with parents will be held to discuss the 

circumstances, sentiments, and to explore options.
• Teachers will hold a class discussion to explain the circumstances and discuss student 

sentiments.

For students who are allowed back after a five-week suspension:

1. The student and family meet with the E.D. or D.O. to agree on a plan for the student returning. 
The family will provide a plan for restitution and a plan for healing for the students. The E.D. or 
D.O. may request the family provide counseling and/or therapy for the student and/or family.

2. The student will be on a probationary status for the rest of the year. The E.D. or D.O. may limit 
the student’s privileges, such as participation on field trips.
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Student Grievance Protocol

It is our goal for all students to feel safe and valued by other students and staff while in our care. 
We strive to create a culture in which children feel they are able to approach teachers to voice 
their concerns. If your child communicates that they are having an issue in the classroom or with a 
teacher, please encourage your child to speak directly to their teacher. Assure your child that they 
will be listened to with compassion and that the teacher will honor your child’s feelings and work with 
them to resolve the issue. If your child has tried this or needs support in approaching their teacher, 
please set-up a meeting with both your child and the teacher. The goal of this meeting is for parents 
and teachers to work together in supporting the student in finding their voice and working towards a 
resolution that supports the child’s development in all domains. 

Any student may submit to the Director of Operations a request for mediation if s/he feels unjustly 
treated by a teacher or has an unresolved issue with that teacher. After reviewing the situation, the 
Director or Operations must either provide the requested mediation or personally explain to the 
student why it will not be provided.

Adult Conduct

As the adult leaders of our community, RCS faculty, staff members, and parents should model 
cooperative conduct in all situations. We also urge all parents and other adult members of our 
educational community to understand and support the philosophy and methods of our discipline 
policy, the essential goal of which is to resolve conflict by educational rather than punitive means, 
using democratic processes which support the inherent dignity and rights of every individual.

If any member of the RCS community shows repeated disrespect towards other members of our 
community, including the use of abusive language or gestures toward a child, teacher or staff 
member, and/or an unwillingness to mediate a solution or to resolve a conflict situation using the 
respectful steps outlined on page 42, RCS reserves the right to ask the family in question to leave the 
school and terminate that family’s contracts with RCS.

During probation, the student is allowed to remain enrolled if they fulfill the following:

1. The student, upon return, engages in a reconciliation ceremony with the class, including the 
following components:
• The student states what it was he/she did
• How their behavior hurt themself, the class, and the community
• Apologizes
• States they agree to never engage in similar behavior again
• Makes a promise for restitution – “paying” back the community with community service.

2. The E.D. or D.O. may request a psychological evaluation and/or continued family therapy 
outside of school.

3. Promised restitution to the school is completed, as prescribed, and signed off on by the E.D. 
or D.O. (with input from appropriate RCS community members - i.e. Board, class teacher, 
classmates).
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SAFE SCHOOLS POLICIES 

This is a summary. Full safe school plan binders are located in the office and each classroom.

In an effort to create a safe environment for all members of the Rainbow community:

1. During the academic year, students in grades 5th through 8th will be reminded that weapons, 
drugs, alcohol, and tobacco products are prohibited on school property at all times. Students 
will be informed of the disciplinary consequences that will result from possession and/or use.

2. Students will be reminded that their person, book bags, lockers, and other belongings are 
subject to search based upon reasonable suspicion.

3. Students will be informed through both written and verbal communications that RCS may or 
may not report to law enforcement officials when they have reasonable belief that one or more 
of the following incidents have occurred on the RCS campus:
• Assault resulting in serious injury
• Assault on school personnel

4. RCS is required to report to law enforcement officials when they have reasonable belief that 
one or more of the following incidents have occurred on campus:
• Assault involving weapon use
• Arson
• Bomb threat 
• Death by other than natural causes
• Kidnapping
• Possession of alcohol
• Possession of controlled substance in violation of the law
• Possession of firearm explosive
• Possession of a weapon
• Rape
• Robbery with or without a dangerous weapon
• Sexual assault
• Sexual offense
• Taking indecent liberties with a minor
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PROCESS FOR PARENT/GUARDIAN CONCERNS

As a community-oriented school, it is essential that the adults in the community model the 
cooperative, compassionate communication we want our children to imitate. RCS has been fortunate 
to foster a positive culture, where adults in the community are mindful of their communication. 
Generally, RCS adults are aware of the toxic culture that can result from habitual negative 
communication, and conscious about how to foster a functional community. 

In the spirit of Rainbow, we know it isn’t healthy for people to push away their concerns and unmet 
desires, but that it is necessary to move through them. The conflict resolution process below is 
designed to help us all recognize our needs and to move through them toward resolution… while 
treating people respectfully and keeping things in perspective. Although we may not, individually, 
always get exactly what we want; as a community we increase our health and happiness (which, 
ultimately, brings the best kind of individual satisfaction). The intended result is the gratification of 
feeling understood, while continuing to grow as humans. It is lifelong learning at its fullest.

Suggestions for moving through the conflict resolution process gracefully:

• Remember that RCS educators are dedicated to finding solutions that fit within the school’s 
philosophy. Conflict can be a time to better understand the philosophy of the school.

• Remember that a “perfect educational environment” for children is not truly perfect, i.e. 
“without flaw” – but one where children and adults can experience problems and learn from 
them in a supportive environment.

• Recognize many problems represent the proverbial balance between individual and communal 
needs.

• Have faith that, unless a situation is extremely traumatic, your child is resilient. Believe in the 
holistic strength of your child.

• Remember that many problems are best solved by our children – for their sake and for ours.
• Remember that educators and support staff, although they try to be saints, have the same 

human frailties, emotions, and flaws as everyone else. 
• Keep the feelings of others in your heart.
• Forgive.
• Keep the problem in perspective. Ask yourself:

• How much do I value Rainbow Community School in relation to this particular problem?
• How important will this problem seem in a year, in several years?
• Is the problem something I can live with?
• Is the problem important, urgent, both, or neither?

• While our emotions can make problems seem incredibly urgent, most conflicts can be wisely 
resolved with time and patience.
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The Conflict Resolution Process

Please take a minute to read these recommendations regarding the steps to conflict resolution. We 
want to hear from you as we are committed to making RCS a community where needs are addressed 
in a clear and respectful way. After all, a problem cannot be fixed if school personnel are not aware of 
the problem or if they don’t understand that a particular situation, policy, or action is/was considered a 
problem or concern to you or the community. Ultimately, the process establishes Trust.

The Process: 

1. Identify and define the conflict
• Recognize that conflict is a normal part of the human condition, and does not make you weak 

or wrong. To recognize our feelings, and to directly confront the person with whom we have a 
conflict, requires courage.

• What really is the problem? Can you identify the problem without blaming the other person or 
group? Think in terms of “I want….I need….I feel…,” rather than “You did this, or “You didn’t do 
that.” Be aware of your true feelings and the feeling of others. 

2. Find a safe way to vent your feelings without damaging the community. Feelings strongly influence 
our behavior, and they need validation. It is human, with our need to validate our feelings or to 
simply think them through, to spread the problem to others, which often creates stronger feelings 
and moves things beyond perspective. When possible, we recommend that you work directly with 
your child’s teacher (or applicable person) if you have concerns or needs that involve the teacher 
or a classroom situation. This way, you work with the person who has the ability to solve the 
problem. 

Note: In a school community, many conflicts are resolved after the first two steps. When a 
conflict or concern is shared directly with the teacher or leader, often a miscommunication, 
misinformation, missing information, or a misunderstanding come to light. If this is the case, 

most likely it can easily be resolved (if it hasn’t spread among too many people).

3. If you feel a need for further resolution (after going through this process) or the concern involves 
RCS as a community, you may make an appointment with the Director of Operations. 

Written Concerns: If you would like the concern documented, please write a letter to the 
Director of Operations stating the concern and stating your needs and proposed solutions. If 
you need mediation between you and the teacher, the Director of Operations will help you. 
If you choose to, or if you are asked to write down your concern, we encourage you to be as 
clear and concise as possible. Try to be equally clear in writing about what you feel you need 
from the teacher or the school.

4. Expect that the teacher and/or Director will listen to your concern, but may not immediately 
offer a solution. Provide the teacher and/or Director time to analyze and/or observe first hand                  
(if applicable) the situation, and gather information. Allow him/her time to respond, which may be a 
day or several weeks.

5. Expect that the teacher and/or Director may ask you to brainstorm for solutions with them.
 

6. Together, agree upon a solution. This may require compromise. Remember the solution is not 
written in stone, but is something both parties are committed to trying.
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7. Together, implement a solution.

8. Follow-up evaluation. After allowing plenty of time, make sure the chosen solution has really 
solved the conflict to your mutual satisfaction. 
• If you are satisfied with the result, please let the other party know. If you submitted a written 

concern, please also indicate your satisfaction in writing for documentation.
• If the conflict has not been resolved to your mutual satisfaction:

• Start the process over again and try a different solution.
• You are welcome to address the Board at their next regularly scheduled meeting. 

Contact the Board Chairperson prior to the next meeting to review your concern and to 
request placement on the meeting agenda, if needed. The board, while not designed 
to manage or problem-solve operational and managerial issues or to direct school 
management in the resolution of conflict, will take the information into consideration, and 
determine whether the Director has violated any policies.

Family-to-Family Conflict Resolution

Every conflict or uncomfortable situation is unique, and needs to be worked out in its own unique 
way. However, through years of experience, we have found some common situations that are best 
resolved with the help of the school counselor. One of those situations is when a parent/child/family 
has concerns or complaints about another child or family in the classroom. This is a delicate situation 
that requires compassion and courage. In these cases we are likely to ask both families (or multiple 
families) to meet together with the counselor and any other involved parties.

Student-to-Teacher Conflict Resolution

A student who is experiencing conflict with a teacher is encouraged to communicate directly with 
that teacher. If the student and teacher are unable to find a resolution or the child needs support in 
approaching the teacher, a meeting will be set up with student, teacher, and parent. See the Student 
Grievance Protocol on page 40 for more details.


